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Editorial 

This month the lead article is casting parts from silicon rubber 

moulds. But first some worrying news: many people involved 

with the hobby will have heard that Hornby Railways, one of the 

world’s premier model railway companies, is in financial 

difficulty. For those who are not aware of the situation, press 

comment on the subject sent to me by Eric James can be read 

at http://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/feb/10/hornby-warns-it-

will-lose-6m-pounds-this-year?CMP=share_btn_link 

It must be remembered that Hornby owns several other well 

known model railway and asociated products brands including 

Jouef, Electrotren, Arnold, Airfix,Skaledale, Lyddle End, Corgi 

International (which itself owns Basset Lowke) and Scalextric. 

One can only hope that the steps taken by management will be 
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successful in restoring the company to health. There is a lot at 

stake for the hobby over this issue. 

But now some much better news which involves large scale 

railways, indeed of the 12 inches to the foot variety.  

Firstly, Flying Scotsman’s  first official run since being 

recommissioned, from Kings Cross to York where it is to go on 

display at the National Rail Museum took place on 25
th
 

February. (http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-york-north-

yorkshire-35653416) 

Secondly, on the local front there have been many rumours 

over the years that the Outeniqua Tjoe-Choo was to be 

resuscitated. So far they have come to nought. Now a recently 

formed organisation with authoritative credentials, the 

Federation of Heritage Railways of Southern Africa 

(www.fedrail.co.za) has stated that a consortium has been 

formed to reinstate the line. Details are confidential at this stage 

but what a fillip this will give to rail tourist travel in this country 

and to the Garden Route in particular if the project comes off. 

The line has been out of commission for nigh on 10 years 

following the landslip at Kaaimans and further damage to the 

track was incurred from flooding at Sedgefield.  

This will be a financially demanding project involving not only 

the stabilising and clearing of the rock at Kaaimans but 

probably also relaying of the entire track with concrete 

sleepers. Thus it is unlikely trains will run for another couple of 

years as motive power and rolling stock will also have to be 

refurbished.  

Given the seasonal nature of tourism in the area it is probable 

that the line will require a freight component as well as the 

passenger operation. Perhaps the movement of Knysna’s 

refuse to the dump at Mossel Bay can revert to rail where it was 

before the landslip. Maybe there is also potential for some of 

the timber movements in the area to be transferred to rail. 
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Some of the most iconic railway photographs ever taken were 

of steam trains crossing the bridge over the Kaaiman’s River. 

An example is shown below.  

 
Oh to see that again in real life! 

Casting parts from silicon rubber moulds 

Reference was made in last month’s North Star Chronicles to 

the search for realism. While models of people are an important 

part of that process what if our railway is a freight or partially 

freight operation? The question is posed against an economic 

climate where the Rand’s weakening has resulted in the cost of 

buying “off the shelf” products rising substantially. One partial 

solution to the problem is making the parts yourself and this is 

where silicon rubber moulds come in. 

The slate lines in Wales virtually all of which were narrow 

gauge have an appeal for many including me. The 0-4-0 

Hunslet locos which were the most often used on these lines 

(and many of which have survived) have been replicated in 

model form over the years by a number of manufacturers e.g. 

Finescale Engineering, Tolhurst Model Engineering, 

Wrightscale, Accucraft, ELR Engineering.  But it is not the 
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railway lines or their locomotives that are to be featured here. 

Rather it is the slate wagons in which I am interested and the 

loads they carried. 

. 

The above photo taken at Wings Wheels and Whistles at 

Pietermaritzburg in August 2013 shows what is involved. 

In something of a break from the norm where either the wagons 

are not available off the shelf or are only available in expensive 

and complicated kits, for many years Binnie Engineering 

(accessed via http://freepdfhosting.com/c0b667de8f.pdf)  has 

supplied simple inexpensive kits of Dinorwik slate wagons. A 

number of these were acquired along with some others from 

Cooper Craft (http://www.cooper-craft.co.uk/) which are based 

on Festiniog slate wagons and satisfy the same criteria (cheap 

and easy to assemble! The painting of these wagons by Alick 

Horne was covered in the September 2013, volume 1 no 9 of 

the North Star Chronicles). The challenge was to replicate 

loads to place in the wagons.  

http://freepdfhosting.com/c0b667de8f.pdf
http://www.cooper-craft.co.uk/
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Styrene sheets cut to size is one solution and Alick kindly made 

and painted some for me but this is quite a labour intensive 

approach so another solution was sought. 

The idea was to make a silicon rubber mould of the styrene 

loads Alick had made and then cast replicas with the mould. 

Theoretically, all that would be required then was to paint the 

results and install them on the slate wagons. Well as the 

expression goes it works in practice but will it work in theory?!? 

First requirement was to acquire some silicon rubber. It was my 

intention to do just that so that the entire process could be 

described herein but Gary Lambert’s partner Heather who 

previously had a business making moulds and casting there 

from came to the rescue. Gary and Heather were in the 

process of emigrating and were clearing their workshop, the 

contents of which included some silicon rubber so Heather 

kindly agreed to make the moulds.  

Looking up the subject on the web it does not appear that 

complicated (though it can be a messy process for anyone with 

my skill levels). There are numerous tutorials on the subject so 

those interested can do what I did i.e. look it up on the internet. 

So let’s assume we made a moulding box or boxes from 

styrene sheet, placed the styrene “blanks” therein and then 

poured the silicon rubber mixture to nearly cover them. Once 

the rubber had cured the “blanks” are removed and voila we 

have our moulds. 

Casting. 

A two part casting resin was obtained from Advanced Materials 

Technologies (AMT) in Pinetown. On the basis of my 

propensity to get in an unholy mess when working with 

materials of this nature I purchased some surgical gloves, 

polystyrene cups in which to mix the resin and a few “swizzle 

sticks” to stir the mixture. Equal quantities of resin and 

hardener were mixed and then an attempt was made to fill the 
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moulds with the result below.

 
It could be argued with some justification that my first attempt at 

casting was somewhat less than successful! It was a very hot 

day. The mixture had been left too long (less than a minute) 

before pouring. But we persevered. See next photo. 
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Removing the flash from the castings in the mould on the right 

was a relatively simple exercise – it was cut off using a scalpel 

once the castings were separated from the mould. 

As indicated above the slate wagons I have modelled are 

based on two prototypes namely Dinorwic in the case of Binnie 

and Festiniog in the case of Cooper Craft. The former are 

smaller so the loads were made up of castings glued together 

with cyano. 

The loads for the Festiniog wagons were made from one single 

casting. 

Some finishing touches were required, mainly sanding to 

achieve a ‘flat’ base on which the castings sat. They were then 

ready for painting (and the usual mess. My idea of Hell would 

be constrained to spend the rest of time painting!) 

Loaded Coopercraft wagons ready for painting with mainly 

empty Dinorwik wagons on the right 
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The final result: Finescale Engineering live steam model 

Port class ‘Winifred’ built in 1885 for the Penrhyn Quarry 

Railway pulling a loaded rake of Festiniog wagons 

 
And to close some light relief…… 

Photo used with permission – my wife’s! 

 
 

Take the train! 


